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VitrA Wellness/SPA S o l u t i o n s .
Soothing, relaxing,
invigorating.
Enjoyable moments where you are all to yourself and free of daily
stresses become a personal therapy with VitrA Wellness/SPA
solutions.
VitrA Wellness/SPA solutions ensure hygiene with filters and ozone
generators, relaxation with water jets incorporating different massage
features, and comfort with their seats and recliners, all of which are
standard in all the products of the series. With LED lights,
aromatherapy and a music player, VitrA's Wellness/SPA experience
is more fun than ever. And with low energy consumption to boot.
Enjoy the soothing, invigorating experience that comes from water,
for yourself at home or outdoors, or for your clients in professional
settings, all with the quality and assurance of VitrA.

Well-Break offers a variety of massage options for the
entire body with its alternative water jets; plus, the seating

Microsilk

and reclining areas of Well-Break have been designed to
offer unique ergonomy with jets of various diameters. With
a step stool that comes in the same material as the
external panel, Well-Break offers comfort to users while
making your Wellness/SPA experience all the more fun
with its radio.

A control panel with which you can control water flow and
other features is easy-to-use and convenient with its display
screen.

The remote control enables you to set the music and the
water flow according to your own preferences, and has the
ability to float on the water.

The Microsilk technology offers a
therapeutic and refreshing experience
that soothes both your body and your
soul.
Well-Break's water jets offer relaxation with a variety of
massage options targeting different parts of your body.
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SPA Wellness
MICROSILK"

The technology of beauty and
invigoration now comes with VitrA
SPAs ... Would you like to get away
from the daily hustle and bustle, and
take the time to be on your own to
purify and renew yourself? VitrA's
SPA solution transforms your
bathroom into a place of wellness
and well-being.

Relying on the water's movement
and the healing power of air
bubbles, the Microsilk technology
increases the oxygen level of the
water to offer a therapeutic and
invigorating experience that
encompasses you body and soul.

Negative-charged micro bubbles
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Oxygen bubbles
attach to the
skin

Oxygen stimulates the production of collagen,
which cleans, hydrates and softens the skin.
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Negative ions
neutralize free
radicals that
cause cell
damage and
aging.
Micro bubble
50 microns
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Well-Nature

An environment-friendly,
delightful experience.
VitrA's Wellness/SPA solutions for your home have low energy
consumption, saving the future of natural resources while you
indulge in an invigorating, purifying spa experience.
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Well-Break

Your guests felt right at
home even when away.
With VitrA's Wellness/SPA solutions for professional use,
your guests will feel right at home and will gladly take a
relaxing break from the stress of daily life.
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Increasing the pleasure of Wellness/SPA through
sharing, Well-Joy is designed to combine
relaxation and fun with its music player, and
seating for 6. The electronic control panel allows
you to adjust the music as you desire. Well-Joy
also has an aromatherapy feature.

Well-Joy's LED lights are available in 3 different
colour options.

Keep your drinks chilled with Well-Joy's special
embedded ice bucket.

Well-Joy's water jets offer the ultimate in relaxation with
different massage options for different parts of your body.

Colour
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Bringing the ocean blue into your home, Well-Nature
offers relaxation while contributing to sustainability with
its low energy consumption and thermostat control up to
40°C. Special two-point flow sensor ensures safe and
delightful heating, while composite coating and
maintenance-free stainless steel legs mean a spa
experience that will last for many years.

Well-Nature has various seating and reclining alternatives to
offer you the comfort you desire.

Well-Nature's water jets offer the ultimate in relaxation with
different massage options for different parts of your body.

Offered in the same colour as the external panel, the step
stool ensures easy access.
Colour
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Well-Fit

Hygienic comfort that
refreshes itself as it
refreshes you.
With VitrA's Wellness/SPA solutions for professional use,
your guests will safely enjoy refreshing with water.
A particle-trapping filter and an ozone generator constantly
refresh the water so that it is always clean.
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Well-Joy

No need to go on a long
holiday to relax: just step
out to the garden.
VitrA's outdoor SPA solutions are ideal for gardens and terraces,
bringing the exotic Wellness/SPA atmosphere right where you are.
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Keeping the water constantly clean with its ozone generator
and particle-trapping filter, Well-Fit refreshes its water at the
same time it refreshes you, and is especially ideal for
professional use. Its replaceable filter ensures longlasting service life, while its 3 kw heater keeps the water
as warn as you want.

Replaceable head pads are available in red, blue and
green colour options.

Well-Fit can be fitted embedded into the floor or with
external panels.

Oxygen molecules in the air
are transformed into ozone
molecules by the ozone
generator.
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Ozone molecules break up
the particles and turn them into
oxygen.
Ozone molecules
react with organisms they
find in the water.
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